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Abstract. A debugging algorithm in equivalent transformation (ET) model is proposed.
The proposed algorithm returns a bug rule in a program by receiving new rules from or-
acles (oracle rules). We construct theory about correctness of the proposed algorithm,
present two strategies with respect to the requests of oracle rules, report examples to show
the property of the proposed algorithm, and compare the proposed algorithm with the other
debugging algorithms in the ET model.
Keywords: Equivalent transformation model, Algorithmic debugging, Program correct-
ness

1. Introduction. In many cases, bugs in programs are detected by programmers them-
selves. In this detection, they trace computational states and judge correctness of each
computational state one by one. If the state can be traced and the correctness can be
judged automatically, then bugs will be detected automatically. However, doing this
judgement automatically is impossible in most programming languages, since correctness
of each state is not known before execution of the program. Therefore, detecting bugs
automatically is a difficult task in most programs.

In this paper, we consider detecting bugs automatically in equivalent transformation
(ET) programs, which are the programs in the ET model proposed by Akama et al. [1, 2,
3, 4, 13, 14]. A program in the ET model is a set of rules for meaning-preserving trans-
formation. Execution of programs in the ET model is a successive meaning-preserving
transformation for given problems, and a problem solving process consists in successive
rule application (see Figure 1). Namely, programming in the ET model is defined as
creation of the set of rules. In [15], it is shown that using ET programs in component-
based programming, i.e., using ET rules as the components, is effective. In this paper,
we assume the situation where incorrect components are created in the component-based
programming, and consider the method for detecting these incorrect components.

In the ET model, program correctness is defined as follows: If each rule in a program
transforms each computational state, then each transformation preserves meaning of each
state. From this correctness, we can conclude that the rule applied to the transformation
which does not preserve the meaning is incorrect. From this principle, the theory about
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